Australia on 30th October. Staying alone in the house of his orchard, he devoted the remaining years of his life for translating and editing the Pali canon. He had no modern facilities like electricity, telephone etc. He had only a kerosene oil lamp to work at night. Almost all his editions and the translations of the Pali canon were done at Tasmania. He led a life of a hermit. He died at Beacons Field Hospital Launceston on 27th May 1952 at the age of 81. His books had been willend to the Universities of Ceylon, Hobart and Cambridge. See PLATES XLIX–L.
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WRITING does not appear to have been in general use at the time of the Buddha. An important indication in this respect is that the Vinaya does not refer in any way to writing instruments. If writing and manuscripts had been in use, then “the whole industry connected with them must have played an important part in the daily life of the members of the Buddhist Order”. Yet, “nowhere do we find the least trace of any reference to books or manuscripts”, or to writing tools etc. One interpretation of this would be to assume that, even though writing was known, the early Buddhists did not make use of it for the purpose of transmitting their sacred texts, for which they referred to employ oral transmission.

Yet, Megasthenes reports from his visit to India in the fourth century that Indians did not know writing at all and relied entirely on their memory. According to modern scholarship, “the best evidence today is that no script was used or even known in India before 300 B.C., except in the extreme Northwest that was under Persian dominion”.

Since several Pāli canonical passages seem to refer to letters, to writing and even to books, in what follows these passages will be surveyed in order to see what degree they reflect the existence of writing. This survey will be followed by briefly assessing the impact of writing on the development of Buddhist literature.

In a description of various games, the Brahmajīla Sutta refers to akkharika, guessing letters (D.I, 7). The commentary explains that the letters to be guessed will be written in the air or on one’s back (D.I, 86). Elsewhere in the discourses the term akkharā occurs in contexts where it does not necessarily imply writing, e.g. when it stands for the letters or syllables that make up a verse (S.I,38), or a saying (D.III, 86), or that should be known in their proper sequence (Dhp.352).
The word explanation to the pācittiya rule against teaching recitation to someone who is not fully ordained employs the same term, akkharāya vāceti (Vism. IV, 15). Here akkharā clearly stands for something said, not something written. The same is the case for an occurrence of akkharā in an explanation that a monk might give of a short saying by the Buddha, imehi akkharehi imehi padhehi imehi vyājañanehi, which clearly refers to a verbal explanation and bears no relation to writing (A. V, 260).

Another occurrence of akkharā is as part of a qualification of a Brahmin knowledgeable in the Vedic lore or phonology and etymology, vākkharappabheda (D. I, 88). Since the Vedas were passed down orally, here too akkharā would not be related to written letters. Hence even though the Brahmajīla Sutta's reference to guessing at letters might indeed refer to written letters, as suggested by the commentary, it could also be that the game originally involved a form of guessing that was independent of writing. Such a game could be, for example, to pronounce only part of a word, where the playmate then has to divine the missing syllable, akkharā.

In addition to reference to akkharā, several passages mention lekha or likhatty, which in later literature stands for writing. One example can be found in listings of different crafts in the Udāna and the Vinaya, which refer to the lekhaṣippa (Ud. 32 and Vin. IV, 7). According to the commentary on the Udāna, this particular craft involves the drawing or writing or letters (Ud. 205). Other passages in the Vinaya indicate that a young boy trains in this art his fingers will become painful (Vin. I, 77 and Vin. IV, 128). This would indeed be the case if he were to write letters, especially in view of the type of writing material that he would have had at his disposal in ancient India.

Elsewhere in the discourses lekha stands for drawing or carving lines on rock, earth or water (A. I, 283). The corresponding verb likhatty refers to painting with various colours (M. I, 127); to carving a bowl out of wood (Vin. II, 110); or to smoothing the surface of wood with a plane (A. II, 200; cf. also Vin. II, 112). The sense of painting seems also to be the import of lekhika in averse in the Therigāthā, which compares the beauty of a woman's eyebrows to a stroke, presumably the stroke of a painting brush (Th. 256). Thus enough the Udāna and Vinaya listings of different crafts might indeed intend writing, as suggested by the commentary, they could also intend some craft related to painting or carving.

This other sense of painting appears to be relevant to the description of a robber wanted by the king, referred to in the Vinaya as a likhitakko coro (Vin. I, 75). This need not be a written description of the brigand, but could also be a 'wanted' circular that employs a painting made in resemblance of the robber. In view of the need to get the cooperation of larger sections of the population for tracking down the robber, a painting would in fact be a more probable device employed in such circumstances than a writing description. Even by the time of Asoka, when writing was definitely in use in ancient India, sizeable portions of the population would have been unable to read such a description, whereas a painting would have been intelligible to everyone.

The explanation for a pācittiya regulation that prohibits nuns from learning worldly crafts makes a special allowance that they could; however, learn lekha (Vin. IV, 305). This regulation uses the expression lekhanā pariṇāmāti, employing a verb that is elsewhere used for learning something by heart. The next regulation in this part of the Vinaya speaks of lekhanā vāceti, teaching someone else to recite lekha. Since both activities would not fit writing, and as lekha occurs here together with learning or teaching someone else to recite dhārana and parittā, the passage might rather intend some form of drawing.7

Another reference to lekha occurs in the word explanation of the first pārājikā regulation, according to which a monk is guilty of killing even if he only praises death by way of a lekha, lekhāya samayaṇeti, thereby conveying the message that whoever commits suicide in a particular way will gain wealth, fame, or get to heaven (Vin. III, 76). For each akkharā the monk incurs a dukkata offence. The commentary explains that this refers to writing a letter (Vin. II, 452). The way this case is described in the Vinaya, this seems indeed the most straightforward explanation.

A less probable but nevertheless not entirely impossible interpretation of this Vinaya passage could be developed based on a reference in the Saṃyutta Nikāya to the caranaṃ nāma citān (S. III, 151), which according to the commentarial explanation stands for a canvass with paintings taken around by wandering Brahmīnś to illustrate karma and its fruits, imanā
kammānaṃ katvā idaṃ paṇālabhāti (SA. II. 327). Applied to the present case, the original idea of the Vinaya regulation could have been the dispatching of a painting that depicts the fruit of the deed of suicide to be wealth, fame or a heavenly rebirth. Just as in the case of the Brahmins who would wander around and give oral explanations of their painting, in the present case, too, such a painting could have been accompanied by an oral explanation, hence the reference to akkhara. Nevertheless, of the various instances of lekha examined so far, the present instance seems most strongly to point to actual writing.

Finally a reference to books appears to be implicit in a passage in the Aggathā Sutta, which describes Brahmins who settle near villages and make ganthā (D. III. 94). Though in addition to its original meaning as “knot”, gantha eventually came to mean “books”, this need not be the original implication of the present instance. In two verses in the Sutta Nipāta, “‘Brahmins are said to ‘knot together mantras’ — the words are mantā ganthetvā — and the reference is to their composing Vedic texts” (Sn. 302 and 306). The passage in the Aggathā Sutta would carry the same sense, in fact the commentary explains that composing of Vedic texts and teaching their recital is meant, ‘ganthe karontā ‘tī tayo vede abhishatākaronti ceva vikomātī ca (DA. III, 870).

In sum, then, though there are several passages that suggest the existence of writing, close inspection shows that they could also be interpreted otherwise. The fact remains that the earliest period of Buddhist literature was carried on by oral transmission. The exigencies of oral tradition have left their mark on the material transmitted and are evident in such stylistic features as frequent repetition and the arrangements of strings of words in an order that follows the principle of waxing syllables (See VĀCA and WAXING SYLLABLES). For the same reason, the discourses refer to one who is learned as bahusita, one who literally “had heard much”…the early Buddhist orality is also reflected in the repeated recommendations given in the discourses on how to properly keep the teachings in mind in order to ensure their proper transmission to posterity.

By the time of Asoka, writing was evidently known and in use (See also ASOKA). According to the traditional account given in the Dipavamsa and the Mahāvamsa, the scriptures of the Theravāda tradition were committed to writing during the first century BC in Sri Lanka (Dīpav. 20.20-21 and Mhvs. 33.100-101). The same seems to have happened soon enough also on the Indian mainland, since recent fragment findings appear to date to the first century AD. Unlike the early discourses, later works refer in fact quite explicitly to writing, thus the Lalitavistāra or the Mahāvastu offer listings of various types of script (Lal. 88 and Mhvs. I, 135), and a Gandharan sculpture depicts the bodhisattva at school, holding a writing slate.  

Nevertheless, “oral tradition continued to exist side by side with written scriptures for many centuries to come”. In fact, the Chinese pilgrim Fa-xien, who towards the beginning of the fifth century travelled India in search of Vinaya manuscripts, had considerable difficulties to obtain copies as Vinaya material was still transmitted mainly through oral means (T. Li, 864b17). The employment of writing for the transmission of Buddhist literature provided a safe measure against loss of text, which in an oral tradition invariably depends on the unbroken continuity of those who have memorized it. Another and perhaps similarly important aspect of the introduction and use of writing would have been that, as long as texts were transmitted only by oral means, “it must have been difficult, if not impossible, to slip a new text into the curriculum”. Thus “something which is palpably new has no chances of survival”, as it will not be transmitted by the majority of the reciters.

Once writing comes into use, however, even texts not accepted by the majority could be transmitted to later generations. Notably, among the Buddhist literature that came into being after writing had come into use, recurrent references to the merits of copying manuscripts and preserving them can be found. These references reflect the importance of copying and preserving manuscripts as the central means to preserve this literature for posterity. Thus the impact of the introduction of writing on Buddhist literature must have been considerable; enabling the preservation of texts and therewith of ideas that otherwise would soon have been forgotten. Though much of this literature has been lost due to the vicissitudes of Indian Buddhism, fortunately considerable sections of Buddhist literature have been translated into Chinese and Tibetan, and thereby have been preserved until today.
The impetus that writing would have given to the development of Buddhist literature has its modern counterpart in the publication of Buddhist writings on the internet and in the progressive digitalization of Buddhist scriptures, thereby enabling free worldwide access to Buddhist thoughts and ideas. Most of the oriental editions of the Pali canon are by now available in digital form, as well as a considerable number of Sanskrit fragments. The entire Chinese canon has been digitalized, and the Tibetan canon is in process of being similarly converted. This inaugurates a new epoch in Buddhist studies, greatly facilitating research and international exchange. Thus writing, in its earlier forms as well as in its modern computerized form, has played and still plays a remarkable role in the spread and study of Buddhism.
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YEBHUYASIKĀ See ADHIKARANASAMATHA

YĀGA See SACRIFICE

YAGNA See SACRIFICE

YAKKHA. According to the Pāli English Dictionary (PTS), “Yakkha is the name of certain non-human beings, as spirits, ogres, dryads, ghosts and spooks. Their usual epithet and category of being is amanussa, i.e. not a human being (but not a sublime god either); a being half deified and of great power as regards influencing people (partly helping, partly hurting)...”¹ According to Monier Williams, Yakkha is, “a living super-natural being, spiritual apparition, ghost, spirit...” To Ananda K. Coomaraswami, it had, besides these popular meanings, associations with the Yaksas cult, which came to be widely known in India, several centuries after the sixth century B.C. According to him, “In any case, the ideas of the wonderful, mysterious, supernatural, unknown, of magical power, invisibility, and spirit hood are all more or less involved in the early references; but these ideas are hardly to be distinguished from those connected with the yaksā concept when later on, the cult of Yaksas comes into view, and it is often, especially at that time, difficult to distinguish between Deva, Devata and Yaksā, especially in Buddhist literature, where all alike are regarded as rebirths of human beings, and subject in due course to further human incarnations...”³

While there are numerous references to Yakkhas in Pali texts, strewn throughout both the early as well as the later portions of the Pali canon, several discourses are found among the earliest portions of the canon where a ‘yakkha’ or ‘yakkhanī’ often plays the leading role. These discourses are comparable in most respects, to the large majority of the discourses of the Buddha which claim to be records of actual events which took place during the life-time of the Buddha. Of such texts, the Sapphita Nikāya collection of suttas titled the ‘Yakkha Sapphita’ seems to preserve the earliest traditions⁴ regarding the yakkhas in Pāli texts.

A careful examination of the contents of the majority of the Yakkha Suttas of the Pali canon, shows that they do not lend themselves to a purely mythological interpretation of the term as has been commonly advanced and accepted by the traditional exegetes and modern scholars. This doubt regarding the validity of the traditionally accepted interpretation of the term arises out of the strong philosophical bias displayed in some of these suttas.

The possibility of the term, Yakkha having philosophical associations not only in connection with certain early texts of the Pāli canon, but also in connection with certain references in early Vedic texts have been noted by several scholars. Professor O.H.De.A. Wijesekera remarks, “The curious term Yaksā which makes its appearance for the first time in the Rgveda and there seems to denote primarily “the mysterious” (Wandering) has in later Sāmhitās, Brahmaṇas and Upaniṣads developed several shades of meaning, the most important of which for the early Indian thought is undoubtedly its philosophical significance. Its commonest sense, however, seems to be the mythological as denoting a species of certain non-human beings, demons, ogres or spirits.... Several aspects of its Vedic use have been discussed by Hertel, Boyer, Geldner, and others, but its philosophical use as found particularly in the Upaniṣads and early Pali literature has therefore received no adequate presentation”⁵.

The PTS Pali Dictionary, too, seems to have noticed its philosophical associations, when it observes, “Exceptionally, the term Yakkha is used as a philosophical term denoting the “individual soul” (cp. similar Vedic meaning “das lebendige Ding” (B.R.) at several AV. passages); hence probably the old phrase: ettīvattāyakkhassasuddhi (purification of heart)⁶. A perusal of the textual references where Yakkhas are found mentioned shows that these philosophical associations are always found in the earlier texts, while the later texts show evidence of the mythological sense.⁷

In their listing in popular Buddhist mythology, the Yakkhas belong to a lower class of non-human beings and they are therefore, not considered capable of any intellectual accomplishments as to understand
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